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Abstract. We study the classical Art Gallery Problem first proposed
by Klee in 1973 from a mobile multi-agents perspective. Specifically,
we require an optimally small number of agents (also called guards) to
navigate and position themselves in the interior of an unknown simple
polygon with n vertices such that the collective view of all the agents
covers the polygon.
We consider the visibly connected setting wherein agents must remain
connected through line of sight links – a requirement particularly rel-
evant to multi-agent systems. We first provide a centralized algorithm
for the visibly connected setting that runs in time O(n), which is of
course optimal. We then provide algorithms for two different distributed
settings. In the first setting, agents can only perceive relative proximity
(i.e., can tell which of a pair of objects is closer) whereas they can per-
ceive exact distances in the second setting. Our distributed algorithms
work despite agents having no prior knowledge of the polygon. Further-
more, we provide lower bounds to show that our distributed algorithms
are near optimal.
Our visibly connected guarding ensures that (i) the guards form a con-
nected network and (ii) the polygon is fully guarded. Consequently, this
guarding provides the distributed infrastructure to execute any geomet-
ric algorithm for this polygon.
Keywords: Art Gallery Problem, Mobile Agents, Swarm Robotics, Vis-
ibility, Line of Sight Communication
1 Introduction
The Art Gallery Problem is a classical computational geometry problem that
seeks to minimize the number of guards (or agents in our context) required
to guard an art gallery (represented by a simple polygon P comprising vertices
{p1, p2, . . . , pn}). To successfully guard the gallery, every point inside the polygon
must be visible to at least one guard, i.e., for every point in the polygon, there
must exist at least one guard such that the segment joining the point to the guard
does not intersect the exterior of the polygon. This computational geometry
problem was first posed by Klee in 1973, and thereafter has been widely studied
over the years (see [27,31,32,17]).
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In this paper, we investigate a variation of the problem called the visibly
connected art gallery problem from a distributed multi-agents perspective. We
require an optimally small number of agents (also called guards) with omni-
directional vision to navigate an unknown simple polygon with n vertices in a
coordinated manner and position themselves in its interior such that the collec-
tive view of all the agents covers the polygon. Additionally, for the connected
art-gallery problem (as in [26]), it is required that the agents maintain line-of-
sight connectivity. More precisely, the visibility graph [23,26] comprising agents
as nodes and edges between agents that are within line of sight of each other
(unobstructed by polygon edges) must be a connected graph.
The visibly connected art gallery problem was studied as early as 1993 by
Liaw et al. [23] in the centralized setting, but only for the special case of spiral
polygons. Hernandez-Penalver [20] considered simple polygons and showed that
bn/2c − 1 guards are sufficient and sometimes necessary. Pinciu [29] presented
a centralized algorithm based on iteratively processing the dual graph of the
polygon’s triangulation. Although [29] lacks the analysis, one can infer that it
runs in time linear in n, the number of vertices of the polygon. However, the
algorithm is somewhat complicated and not amenable for parallel or distributed
computing. Obermeyer et al. [26] provided a distributed algorithm that is capable
of handling polygons with holes, but unfortunately requires O(n2) rounds.
Our work is motivated by recent advancements in unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs), especially those capable of automated sensing (either through pho-
togrammetry or LiDAR) and communication (typically through line-of-sight
electromagnetic radio waves). Such UAVs are typically deployed into unknown
territories from which they are required to navigate, learn, and perform useful
tasks in a coordinated manner. We model these UAVs as point agents that start
from a common starting point assumed without loss of generality (w.l.o.g.) to
be p1. Agents operate in synchronous rounds during which they can look, com-
pute, communicate and move. They are required to coordinate with each other
and achieve full visibility coverage of the polygon while maintaining line-of-sight
connectivity with each other.
A connected visibility graph ensures that there exists a path between every
pair of guards. So visibly connected guards can simultaneously maintain coverage
of the polygon and execute distributed computing protocols through line of sight
communication.
Our Contributions. We begin with a description of a centralized algorithm in
Section 3 that takes a simple polygon P with n vertices as input and produces a
placement of at most bn/2c−1 guards that satisfy the requirements of the visibly
connected art gallery problem. This algorithm only requires O(n) time. Here, we
introduce a notion of triplets (three connected nodes) in the weak dual graph
D (defined formally in Section 2). Informally, D is the graph whose nodes are
triangles of a triangulation of P and arcs connect pairs of triangles that share an
edge. We show that D can be decomposed into O(n) triplets that are connected
and cover D, and then we compute a set of visibly connected guards by placing
guards – one per triplet – positioned strategically within the triangles pertaining
to each triplet. Although Pinciu [29] has already presented an O(n) algorithm,
we believe that our algorithm is simpler and, more importantly, amenable to
parallel computing. In particular, we show that our algorithm can be adapted
to run in the PRAM model in time linear in the diameter of D.
Subsequently, we turn our attention to distributed computing models in
which the agents are independent mobile computing entities that must inter-
act with each other to solve the visibly connected art gallery problem. We define
two model variants based on agents’ perception capabilities. The depth percep-
tion variant wherein the agents can accurately perceive depth (i.e., distances) is
inspired by UAVs with LiDAR technology [24]. On the other hand, the proximity
perception variant only provides the agents with relative proximity. For concrete-
ness in the model, we limit the proximity perception variant to being able to
sense which of any two objects (i.e., edges or vertices of the polygon) is closer. It
is inspired by photogrammetry [1], which is cheaper and only guarantees coarser
perception.
We present algorithms for both cases. The algorithm for the proximity per-
ception variant, presented in Section 4, operates by exploring visible territories
within the polygon (formally defined in Section 2). We describe two forms of
exploration, one in a breadth-first manner and the other in a depth-first man-
ner. Since the polygon structure is completely unknown to the agents, for each
level of the breadth-first exploration, the nodes must communicate to the root
in order to ensure that a sufficient number of agents are provisioned to explore
that level. Our algorithm – taking the best out of both explorations –runs in
O(min(d˜2v, n)) rounds. The term d˜v is a natural notion of diameter of P called
minimal v-diameter that we define formally in Section 4. Informally, it is the
largest diameter among all visibility graphs pertaining to minimal placement
of connected guards that cover all vertices in P . The candidate placements are
minimal in the sense that the removal of guards either leads to lack of coverage
or loss of connectivity.
When the agents can perceive depth, we exploit this capability to place agents
based on the medial axis of the polygon P (defined formally in Section 2), which
is a well-known tree-like structure that captures the “shape” of the polygon.
Since depth perception is more powerful than proximity perception, we can take
the best of all options to ensure a running time of O(min(d˜2v, D
2, n)) time, where
D is the (unweighted) diameter of the medial axis tree. Our algorithms require at
most n agents for an initial placement, but a subsequent post-processing ensures
that at most bn/2c − 1 agents are placed in the polygon, which is optimal.
To complement our complexity claims, we consider the weaker problem wherein
the robots are not required to be placed in a visibly connected guarding posi-
tion, but rather just that the entire polygon must be explored by the agents.
The exploration problem only requires that for every point in P , some agent
must have been within line of sight of that point at some time instant during
the course of the algorithm. Clearly, any solution to the visibly connected guard
placement problem will also be a solution for the exploration problem. Thus,
we focus on showing a lower bound for the exploration problem. Specifically,
we show that, for any deterministic algorithm to even centrally coordinate n/4
agents to explore an initially unknown polygon, we can construct a polygon that
requires Ω(D2) (or Ω(d˜2v)) communication rounds even with depth perception.
Related Work. The classical art gallery problem was first introduced by Klee
in 1973. Chva´tal [8] showed by an induction argument that bn3 c guards are always
sufficient and occasionally necessary for any simple polygon with n vertices. Fisk
[13] proved the same result via an elegant coloring argument. Lee and Lin in [21]
proved that determining a set of minimum number of guards that can guard a
given polygon is NP-hard. Consequently, researchers have focussed on approxi-
mate solutions starting from an O(log n) approximation provided by Ghosh [18]
in 1987, along with a conjecture that the problem admitted a polynomial time
constant approximation algorithm. However, Eidenbenz et al. [10] showed that
the problem was APX-hard, thereby precluding the possibility of a PTAS un-
less P=NP. After several improvements over the years, in 2017, Bhattacharya et
al. [3] have reported constant factor approximation algorithms for the classical
art gallery problem as well as for several well-studied variants.
In literature, based on the different restrictions placed on the shape of the
galleries or the powers of the guards, several variations of “art gallery problems”
have been studied. See [27], [31], and [32] for details.
The connected art-gallery problem was first introduced by Liaw et al. in 1993
[23], where they refer to the problem as minimum cooperative guards problem and
study it on k-spiral polygons (polygons with a maximal chain of k consecutive
reflex vertices, i.e., vertices with internal angle > 180 degrees). It was also shown
[23] that this problem is NP-Hard for simple polygons but can be solved in
linear time in spiral and 2-spiral polygons (also see [30] for results on k-spiral
graphs). For simple polygons with n vertices, Herna´ndez-Penalver [20] proved
by induction that bn2 c − 1 guards are always sufficient to obtain a connected
guarding. Moreover, they also show that bn2 c − 1 guards are necessary for some
polygons. The same result was also shown by Pinciu via an elegant coloring
argument in [28].
In [22], Liaw et al. relax the strong connectivity condition from [23] and
consider the case where there are no isolated vertices in the guards visibility
graph. This problem of guarded guards where the overall connectivity of the
guards visibility graph is non-essential has also been studied in [25,29].
In the distributed setting, Obermeyer et al. [26] study this problem in polygo-
nal environment with holes. They first design a centralized incremental partition
algorithm (defined therein) and from that obtain the distributed deployment al-
gorithm by a distributed emulation of the centralized algorithm. The authors
give a deployment of agents that is guaranteed to achieve full visibility cover-
age of the polygon with n vertices and h holes in O(n2 + nh) time, given that
there are at least bn+2h−12 c agents. This work closely relates to our work. While
the scope of [26] includes polygons with holes, their algorithm is not optimized
for time and their ideas lead to algorithms that require O(n2) communication
rounds even for simple polygons without holes. Notable prior works with ideas
leading to [26] can be found in [11,15,16,14].
Another interesting related work is Fekete et al. [11] wherein they study the
same problem with the added constraint that the guards have limited visibility.
Specifically guards are visible to each other only if their distance is less than
r. They study two problems, the first, Minimum Relay Triangulation Problem
(MRTP), where they require minimum number of guards to be placed and the
second, Maximum Area Triangulation Problem (MATP), where the number of
guards is restricted to n (the number of vertices of the polygon) and the objective
is to cover maximum area of the polygon. They show that MRTP is NP-Hard
and provide a PTAS for MATP. While their algorithm also maintains visible
connectivity, more than n guards maybe required because of the distance con-
straint. They show that offline MRTP and MATP problems are NP-hard and
provide a PTAS for both. They also provide lower bounds for the competitive ra-
tio of online MRTP problem (6/5) and a strategy that achieves 3. For the online
MATP problem they show that no constant lower bound exists for competitive
ratio.
Organization of the Paper. In Section 2, we present some preliminary defi-
nitions including several geometric definitions pertaining to polygons as well as
formal definitions of the distributed computing models. In Section 3, we provide
a centralized algorithm to solve the visibly connected art gallery problem and
then show how to parallelize it. In Section 4 and Section 5, we present distributed
algorithms under proximity perception and depth perception, respectively. We
complement our upper bounds with a lower bound that is proved in Section 6.
We then conclude with some remarks and future works in Section 7.
2 Preliminaries
Let P be a simple polygon with n > 4 vertices; we use P to refer to the polygo-
nal region including both the interior and the boundary. In general, for a polyg-
onal region K ⊆ P , we use ∂K for the set of vertices of P that lie on the
boundary of this polygonal region. The ordered list of vertices of P are denoted
p1, p2, . . . , pn, and thus, ∂P , {p1, p2, . . . , pn}. Each open line segment connect-
ing pi to pi(mod n)+1, 1 6 i 6 n, is denoted ei. We assume that the vertices are in
general position, i.e., (i) no three vertices are collinear, and (ii) no four vertices
are co-circular. We use the term object to refer to either a vertex or an edge.
Thus, the objects of P are {pi}i ∪ {ei}i.
We use the notation g ∈ P for some point g to indicate that g can either
be a vertex, lie on an edge, or lie in the interior of P . Two points g1 ∈ P and
g2 ∈ P are said to be in line of sight of each other if the open line segment g1g2
lies entirely within P . We use V Pg (or just Vg when P is clear from context) to
denote the visibility polygon of a point g ∈ P , which is defined as the subset of
P that contains all points that are in line of sight from g. See Figure 1 for an
illustration.
We also borrow a useful definition from Obermeyer et al. [26] for vertex-
limited visibility polygon V¯ Pg for a point g ∈ P w.r.t. P , which is a modified
form of V Pg . Notice that V
P
g could have vertices that are not vertices in P ;
call such vertices spurious vertices. To get V¯ Pg , perform the following operation
repeatedly until there are no more spurious vertices: pick a spurious vertex v with
predecessor p and successor s and crop the visibility polygon by cutting along
the line segment ps and removing the portion that lacks the point g from further
consideration. Note that either the predecessor or the successor may themselves
be spurious. In Figure 1, note the first vertex v that is clipped has successor s
that is itself a spurious vertex. An edge that is in V¯ Pg but not in V
P
g is called
a gap edge. We also define a way to crop a polygon (cf. Figure 1). Formally, for
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Fig. 1. Visibility polygon (left) and vertex-limited visibility polygon (at the center).
The numbered line segments refer to one possible repeated sequence of cuts to arrive at
vertex-limited visibility polygon. The polygon on the right depicts a cropped polygon.
any pair of vertices pi and pj such that pipj lies entirely within the interior of
P and c ∈ P \ pipj , we define crop(P, c, pi, pj) to be the subset of P obtained by
cutting along pipj and discarding the part that contains c.
Definition 1. Let G = {g1, g2, . . .} be a set of points in P . We say that the
points in G guard polygon P if ∪g∈GVg = P . In this context, we call the points
in G as guards of P .
The classical art gallery problem seeks to find a smallest possible set G of
points that guard P , with variants including vertex and edge guarding.
In this paper, we consider a variant called the connected art gallery problem
that, to the best of our knowledge, was introduced first by Liaw et al. [23]. In
this variant, guards are connected in a suitable way, which we now formalize.
We define the visibility graph of a set of points G within (and with respect to)
P , denoted GPG (or just G when clear from context) as the graph with vertex
set G. Two points in G are connected by an edge in G iff they are visible to
each other within P . A set G of points in P is said to be connected (w.r.t.
P ) if GPG is connected. In the connected art gallery problem, we are required to
compute a set G of points that guards P and the additional requirement that GPG
is connected. It is well-known [2] that at most bn/3c guards are always sufficient
to guard any polygon with n vertices. However, this bound does not hold under
connected guarding.
Claim (consolidated from [28] and [29]). There exist orthogonal polygons with
n vertices that require at least n/2 − 2 number of connected guards even if we
only require them to guard the vertices of the polygon [29]. This bound increases
mildly to bn/2c − 1 for simple polygons with non-orthogonal edges [28].
We now define several structures associated with any polygon P . A line
segment joining two vertices is said to be a diagonal if its interior lies entirely
within the interior of P . It is easy to see that a maximal set of diagonals that
do not intersect each other decomposes the polygons into a set of n−2 triangles
called a triangulation of P [2]. A famous result by Chazelle [5] shows us how to
find such a triangulation in O(n) time. Given a triangulation T for a polygon
P , the weak dual graph DPT (or just D when clear from context) is the graph
(or more informatively, a tree) whose nodes are the triangles in T with edges in
DPT between pairs of triangles that share a common triangle edge. Note that the
weak dual graph is a tree where each tree node has a degree of at most 3.
For simple polygons, we can build a triangulation by dividing or splitting the
polygon across some internal diagonal into two disjoint pieces (which in turn are
simple polygons), recursively computing the triangulation for each split piece
until the split pieces are also triangles. The input polygon’s triangulation can be
computed by gluing the two sub-solutions across this splitting diagonal. Notice
that, by an appropriate sequence of choice of splitting diagonals at each step, any
particular triangulation can be obtained as a solution. Moreover, this recursive
procedure can be modified to obtain the weak dual graph as well, which, when
combined with the fact that simple polygons always yield disjoint pieces when
split across an internal diagonal gives us almost immediately that the weak dual
graph is a tree. Additionally, since at most three triangles can share edges with
a particular triangle in any given triangulation, it implies that the degree of any
node of the weak dual tree is bounded by three.
Recall that, the term object refers to either a vertex or an edge of the polygon
P . We define the medial axis M of the polygon P to be the (infinite) collection
of points within P that are equidistant from at least two distinct objects of P (cf.
Figure 2).
Claim. For any simple polygon P , the medial axis is a tree whose leaves are
convex vertices of P , i.e., vertices with internal angle being less than 180 degrees.
Proof Sketch. The proof follows in a similar vein in relation to the weak dual
graph is a tree claim - except here, the decomposition of the domain into sub-
domains and the consequent gluing together of the medial axis of these sub-
domains to give the overall solution requires a considered application of the
domain decomposition lemma (see section 5 of [6]). Moreover, no concave vertex
v can be part of the medial axis, since any disc centered at v must necessarily
intersect with the outside of the polygon which means that there can be no
maximal disc that lies entirely within the polygon centered at v. And further,
using this observation, we can argue that v cannot be the limit point or closure
of any branch of the medial axis as well. Additionally, each convex vertex would
have an angle bisector starting from it, which would be a part of the medial
axis, and thereby taking the closure of the points on the medial axis makes these
convex vertices the leaves of the medial axis.
Note that reflex vertices (i.e., vertices with internal angles greater than 180
degrees) cannot be nodes in the medial axis tree. An edge in M is a non-empty
maximal set of points that are equidistant between the same set of objects.
When the two objects are of the same type (either both polygonal edges or both
vertices), the corresponding medial axis edge will be a straight line segment. On
the other hand, if one of the objects is a vertex and the other is a polygonal
edge, the corresponding medial axis edge will be a parabolic arc. The endpoints
of medial axis edges are the medial axis nodes or just nodes. Since the number
of leaves is at most n, we get:
Claim. The number of nodes in the medial axis of P will be O(n).
We use DP (or just D when clear from context) to refer to the unweighted
diameter of the medial axis M . More precisely, DP is the maximum number of
edges over all paths in the medial axis tree of P .
𝑝
Edge 𝑒
Parabolic arc tracing points 
equidistant between 𝑝 and 𝑒.
Fig. 2. Medial axis of a polygon.
2.1 Computational Models.
In this section, we focus on the connected art gallery problem in the classical
sequential setting. In this case, we assume that the sequence of vertex points
(p1, p2, . . . , pn) are given in order, say, as an array of points.
However, the connected art gallery problem is inspired by mobile agents that
operate in a spatially distributed setting. So we employ a distributed computing
model based on the model used by Obermeyer et al. [26]. For clarity, we assume
a synchronous model with time discretized into a sequence of rounds and the
agents execute a look-communicate-move cycle in each synchronous round; local
computation is allowed at any time interspersed between the look-communicate-
move cycles.
We assume for the sake of convenience that there are n agents (although
our algorithm can operate with fewer). Agents (modeling mobile robots) can be
represented as points in the plane and as a result multiple agents can be co-
located at the same point. Without loss of generality, assume all agents start at
the same vertex somewhere in P . Furthermore, agents can only move from one
vertex pi to another vertex pj provided pipj is a diagonal in P (i.e., pi and pj
have direct line of sight to each other). We assume that agents have unique IDs
from {1, 2, . . . , n}. Each agent g performs the following tasks within each round.
Look. The agent g first orients itself to start from a particular direction (in
the direction of another vertex called its orientation vertex) and perform a 360
degrees clockwise sweep during which it creates a view of V¯ Pg . The level of in-
formation that the agent can gather depends on whether the agents have depth
perception or not. With depth perception, the view is simply the full visibility
polygon V¯ Pg . Without depth perception, however, the view is limited to a se-
quence of alternating vertices and edges (possibly gap edges) starting from its
orientation vertex. In both cases, g can also see other agents that are inside Vg.
Communicate. Two agents can communicate as long as they are visible to
each other (which of course includes co-located agents). Communication is via
message passing. Each agent can send at most one message to each agent that
it can see.
Move. This step again differs based on whether agents can perceive depth or
not. Let us first consider the case when agents can perceive depth. Based on
the outcome of the communication and computation, each agent g chooses to
move from its current location to a new location within its current visibility
polygon. We assume that the agent – once it reaches its destination location
– can “remember” its source position in the sense that it can spot the source
location in its view after it reaches its destination. The only restriction when
agents cannot perceive depth is that they are limited to moving to vertices of
the polygon. For this reason, we always assume that agents will be on polygonal
vertices (even at the start of time) when they cannot perceive depth.
3 Centralized Sequential and Parallel Algorithms
We first present a centralized sequential algorithm and then briefly show how
it can be parallelized. Our approach is to decompose the weak dual graph into
a suitable set of at most bn/2c − 1 connected triplets and then assign a guard
for every triplet. The high-level steps are outlined in Algorithm 1. Consider the
weak dual graph T , which is of course a tree with maximum degree 3. Root the
tree at some node r that is of degree 1. A triplet is any set of three nodes in the
tree that are connected. We now show a simple procedure (cf. Algorithm 2) to
decompose T into triplets. Subsequently, we will prove some properties of these
triplets that will immediately lead us to the required centralized algorithm for
the connected art gallery problem.
Lemma 1. When two triplets share at least one common node, their associated
guards can see each other.
Algorithm 1 Centralized algorithm for the connected art gallery problem.
1: Compute a triangulation T of the polygon P [5] and then compute the weak dual
graph.
2: Decompose the weak dual graph into at most bn/2c−1 triplets, i.e., groups of three
connected nodes in T , as described in Algorithm 2.
3: Each triplet corresponds to three triangles arranged in such a way that there is a
middle triangle that shares two edges, say a and b, with the other two triangles.
Placing a guard at the common vertex between a and b for every triplet is the
required solution. (See Figure 3 for an illustration.)
𝑎
𝑏
Triplets with 
common node
Associated guards 
can see each other
Fig. 3. Illustrated placement of guards associated with triplets. Notice that the guards
are associated with the two triplets sharing a common node. Consequently, they can
see each other.
Proof. Notice first that the guard in some triplet (t1, t2, t3) is placed in such a
manner that for every ti, 1 6 i 6 3, the guard is one of the vertices of ti. Thus,
for any two triplets that share at least one common triangle t, the two guards
associated with the two triplets must be on vertices of t. Thus they can see each
other. (See Figure 3 for an illustration.)
Having presented the algorithm to solve the connected art gallery problem
in this centralized setting, we move on to analyze the algorithm. Our main focus
will be on analyzing Algorithm 2. We make a series of observations formalized as
lemmas and then derive the result as a consequence. For a given set of triplets,
we define the triplets graph to be the graph with the triplets as vertices and
edges between pairs of triplets that share at least one edge. We say that the set
of triplets covers the tree T if every node is part of at least one triplet.
Lemma 2. Given t is the number of nodes in T , we claim that Algorithm 2
1. forms a set of triplets that covers T ,
2. guarantees that the triplets graph is connected,
3. guarantees that the number of triplets formed is at most bt/2c, and
4. runs in O(t) time.
Proof. We address the statements in sequence.
Fig. 4. Sequence of states (mostly) at the end of each iteration of the for loop in
Algorithm 2.
Root 𝑟
Fig. 5. Illustrates the outcome of Algorithm 1 along with the triangulation and the
triplets.
1. Coverage is obvious from the pseudo-code because all green nodes are covered
by some triplet or the other and all nodes finish green.
2. To show connectedness, it suffices to show that every triplet is connected to
the triplet t∗ that covers the root of T . Suppose not. Let t be the triplet
that is not connected to t∗ such that its orange node v (i.e., the node in
T that was orange when t was first formed) is closes to the root of T . At
some subsequent time, v must be picked up form a triplet t′. Either t′ is not
connected to t∗ (in which case t is not the triplet with its orange node closes
to the root) or t′ is connected to t∗ (in which case, so is t). Thus, either way,
we reach a contradiction.
3. To bound the number of triplets, we use a counting argument for which we
place half a dollar on each node of the tree. For each triplet other than the
triplet added in line number 16, the algorithm must spend a dollar and it gets
these from the lowest two nodes in the triplet and leaves the half dollar in the
highest node intact (for a future triplet to consume). The invariant is that
the green nodes have no money left, while the other nodes have their half
dollar intact. Given the way we re-color nodes, it is clear that this invariant
Algorithm 2 Algorithm to decompose T into triplets.
Require: A tree T rooted at a node r of degree 1, with max degree three, and depth
L. Note that r is assumed to be at level 0, so there are L levels from r to the
farthest leaf (inclusive).
Ensure: A collection of triplets.
1: Color all internal nodes red and all leaves orange.
2: for `← L down to 2 (decrementing by 1 every iteration) do
3: while ∃ orange node v at level ` do
4: if v has a sibling v′ that is also colored orange then
5: Form a new triplet comprising v, v′, and their common parent node p.
6: Color parent p orange.
7: Color v and v′ green.
8: else
9: Form a triplet comprising v, parent p of v, and the grandparent p′ of v.
10: Color p′ orange.
11: Color v and p green.
12: end if
13: end while
14: end for
15: if the root is not part of some triplet then
16: Form a triplet comprising the root, its child, and an arbitrarily chosen grand-
child. Color all three nodes green.
17: end if
is maintained at least till the end of the for loop. After the for loop ends,
the root is guaranteed to be a non-green color (therefore still has its half
dollar), but the child of the root may be either orange or green. If it is green,
then the triplet that first covered that node must have also covered the root
and colored the root orange; so the triplets have covered the tree with a
half dollar to spare. On the other hand, if the child of the root is orange,
both it and the root have their half dollars intact and the last triplet (from
line number 16) consumes them, thereby leaving us with a tree covered with
triplets and no spare change left. From either case, we can conclude that the
number of triplets is bt/2c.
4. The first line requires at most O(t) time because triangulation has been
shown to take at most O(t) time [5]. The last line also requires O(t) time
because there are t triangles in the triangulation. So we need to focus on
the second line that deals with decomposing the tree into triplets. At each
level, the time is at most proportional to the number of nodes in that level
because for each node (that is colored orange) in that level, a short O(1)
time procedure is performed and then the node is never visited again.
Recalling that t = n− 2, we can conclude that the sequential algorithm runs in
O(n) time.
Finally, we remark that the algorithm described above can be implemented
in parallel. In particular, consider the shared memory CREW PRAM model
comprising O(n) processors. Goodrich [19] has already shown how to triangulate
P in O(log n) time under PRAM. We logically assign one processor per triangle
and ensure the parent-child relationship between triangles is extended to the
processors. Then, each iteration of the for loop in Algorithm 4 (comprising
several while loop iterations) can be executed in parallel.
Theorem 1. Supported by Algorithm 2, Algorithm 1 solves the connected art
gallery problem with at most bn/2c− 1 guards in time that is linear in n. More-
over, can be solved in the CREW PRAM model with at most bn/2c − 1 guards
in time that is linear in the diameter D of the weak dual graph associated with
the triangulation of P .
4 Distributed Guarding With Proximity Perception
In this section, we consider the case where each agent is able to distinguish the
proximity or relative distances (without knowing the actual distances) between
the various objects associated with the polygon as well as with other agents,
etc. which are in its visibility polygon at any specified moment. Specifically,
the agents’ "look" paradigm is reflective of real-world sensing techniques where
absolute distances to objects in the scene are unavailable whilst their relative
distances can be inferred such as with photogramametric vision in drones.
We give a distributed solution that solves the connected art-gallery problem
and runs in O(min(d˜2v, n)) rounds, where d˜v is the minimal v-diameter that we
formally define later in this section. Our solution comprises two algorithms that
are executed in parallel, one in a breadth first manner and the other in a depth
first manner. Our final solution is to take the best out of both explorations. We
will begin with the breadth first algorithm that runs in O(d˜2v) rounds. Finally,
we conclude with some remarks on how our algorithm can form the basis for
solving other polygon problems on P .
Assuming that the vertices and the edges defining the polygon P are in
general position, the agents start at some vertex in P , which we can assume
w.l.o.g. to be p1. The algorithm operates in phases. At the end of a particular
phase `, a subset S` of the agents have “settle” into their final positions while
establishing a connected guarding of the subset P` of the polygon. For any agent
i, its settled position is a vertex in P and is denoted si.
Moreover, the settled agents are arranged in the following hierarchical man-
ner. W.l.o.g., let the root be agent 1, settled at p1. We define the territory of
the root, i.e., agent 1, to be territory(1) , V¯ Pp1 . Every other settled agent j has
a parent agent parent(j). If agent i = parent(j), then we say that j is the child
of i denoted as child(i). Each parent agent i has one child agent j per gap edge
in its territory(i) and the child is located at one of the end points, say pa, of a
the gap edge (pa, pb). Thus sj = pa. The other end of the gap edge pb is de-
noted orient(j); intuitively, j settles at sj and orients itself towards orient(j) for
performing “look” operations.
Further, territory(j) , V¯ Psj ∩ crop(P, sparent(j), sj , orient(j)) i.e., it is the portion
of sj ’s vertex limited visibility polygon not containing sj ’s parent and truncated
by the gap edge that originated it. (See Figure 6.) Intuitively, each agent j is
only responsible for guarding its territory(j). Notice that by definition, territories
of a parent and its child do not overlap (they share a bordering edge that is a
gap edge seen originally by the parent). Moreover, territories of children of a
given parent do not overlap as well (at most they share a vertex) as this would
imply that the polygon contains holes i.e., it is non-simple. Therefore, to ensure
correctness, we must ensure that ∪jterritory(j) = P .
Next, we define a territory tree to be a tree in which nodes are territories and
edges are pairs of territories that share a common diagonal (gap) edge. Let T ∗
be the set of all possible territory trees that can be achieved given all possible
options for the starting vertex p1 and all possible choice of placement of child
agents. Then, we define d as the maximum diameter of all such territory trees,
i.e., d , maxT∈T∗ diameter(T ).
Initially, S0 = {1} (w.l.o.g.), s1 = p1, and P0 is simply V¯ Ps1 . We are now ready
to present the steps to be performed within each phase `; notice that there cannot
be more than d phases to the algorithm hence, 1 6 ` < d. Intuitively, in each
phase ` (see Algorithm 3), we incrementally construct the territories at level `
of the territory tree.
Algorithm 3 Phase ` > 1 of the distributed algorithm for the connected art
gallery problem that may use more than bn/2c − 1 guards. This description
assumes phases 0 to ` − 1 have completed and each agent i ∈ S`−1, ` > 1,
remembers one marked vertex. (This marking scheme ensures that a child and
grandparent are not visible to one another.)
1: Every settled agent i ∈ S`−1 performs a look operation into its territory(i) and
counts the number of gap edges in its territory(i). Call this count bi. Each settled
agent i now up-casts bi to the root with intermediate settled agents aggregating
the quantities by adding up the numbers sent by their children.
2: Notice that at the end of the up-casting, the root will know the total number
b of gap edges. The root apportions b new agents and sends them to its children
according to the numbers sent by each child. Subsequently, whenever a settled agent
notices new agents reaching its position, it will apportion the agents according to
numbers sent by its children and the new agents will move to their assigned child
of the current settled agent.
3: Each settled agent i ∈ S`−1 whose territory(i) has some bi > 0 gap edges gets
exactly bi new agents. Agent i assigns each of those new agents j to an unmarked
vertex of each such gap edge and consequently, agent j marks the other vertex of
that gap edge.
Lemma 3. Repeating Algorithm 3 until all levels of the territory tree are ex-
plored, we get a distributed algorithm that, with no more than n agents, ensures
that the agents position themselves in a manner that solves the connected art
gallery problem. The round complexity is O(d2).
Proof. To ensure correctness, we have to prove that (i) every point in P is visible
to at least one guard and (ii) the visibility graph of the guards is connected.
Root agent
Phase 0
Phase 1
Phase 2
Fig. 6. Depicts the placement of agents and their respective territories at three levels.
The arrows point each agent into its territory.
Item (ii) is immediate from the fact that the new agents are always connected
to their parents, so no isolated agents are ever created. Item (i) is also clear if
we show that the territories form a partitioning of the polygon – to this end,
we have already seen previously that the set of territories generated by running
Algorithm 3 are disjoint and each territory is guarded by at least one of the agents
as ensured by the deployment step of agents in each phase. Now, to show that
the algorithm terminates we observe that in each phase, every territory, apart
from the root, is uniquely associated with a gap-edge (namely its originating
gap-edge) and moreover, two different territories do not share this originating
gap-edge. Since the total set of candidate gap-edges is finite (<
(
n
2
)
), it must be
that the algorithm terminates eventually. Moreover, if the algorithm terminates
such that ∪jterritory(j) ( P , then P −∪jterritory(j) and ∪jterritory(j) share an
internal diagonal, say pipj , of the polygon which belongs to the territory, say
territory(q) – this means that during the round just after deployment of agent
q, pipj will be detected as a gap-edge, causing at least some portion of the un-
guarded region to become guarded within the subsequent phase - a contradiction!
Thus, when the algorithm terminates it must be that ∪jterritory(j) = P .
The running time comes from the fact that each time Algorithm 3 is invoked,
it requires at most O(d) time to complete because the main time consuming task
is the up-casting of bi values and the down-casting of the required number of
agents. Since the depth is at most d, Algorithm 3 is invoked at most d times and
we get the required result.
Here, we introduce the notion of minimal visibility connected vertex guarding
(henceforth referred to as minimal v-guarding) which is pivotal in this case for
developing algorithmic bounds on the running time. Let P be a simple polygon
with n vertices. Recall that, given a set of labelled guards G = {g1, g2, . . . , gk}
of P , we associate with G a unique graph G with a vertex set of size k which
abstracts the visibility relations between the guards w.r.t. the polygon P : such
that when two guards are visible to each other, then they are connected by an
edge in this graph G i.e., e = {i, j} ∈ E[G] ⇐⇒ gi is visible to gj . We say
that G is a minimal v-guarding or a minimal v-configuration of P whenever the
following holds, ∀v ∈ G, at least one of the following two conditions applies:
1. G − v has more than a single component.
2. the vertex guarding G−v := G \ {gv} of P is incomplete, i.e., ∪g∈G−v∂Vg (
∂P where ∂P is the set of vertices of polygon P and ∂Vg refers to the set of
vertices of P visible from g (set of nodes in the visibility graph V Pg ).
We now define the notion of minimal v-diameter d˜v := max
τ∈M
diameter(Gτ )
whereM is the set of all possible minimal v-configurations of P and Gτ denotes
the associated visibility graph of such a guarding τ from M.
In order that we may successfully compare the efficiency of our algorithms
with one another we use d˜v which is a polygonal parameter pertinent to our
guarding problem.
Lemma 4. d = O(d˜v) i.e., the diameter of any territory tree on P is asymp-
totically bounded by the minimal v-diameter of the Polygon P .
Proof. Our strategy to prove lemma 4 requires us to show that any configu-
ration of the agents generated by our algorithm, henceforth called a solution-
configuration (i.e., as arrived at by running our algorithm) can be put in corre-
spondence with a minimal v-configuration such that the diameter of said minimal
v-configuration is no less than that of the solution-configuration in consideration.
Without loss of generality, assume that the guards and vertices of the polygon
are in general position. The strategy is as follows:
– Consider the territory tree tt associated with the solution-configuration,
isolate the set of agents on the longest path of tt from root to any leaf: call
it L0.
– Observe that the visibility graph of L0 is minimally connected since no three
nodes in L0 forms a triangle in the visibility graph.
4 Moreover,
diameter(L0) = Θ(diameter(tt)).
– Transform L0
minimal−−−−−→
extend
GL i.e., starting from the partial solution-configuration
L0, we obtainGL which is a minimal v-configuration (Construction described
in algorithm 4).
– Applying Lemma 5 inductively starting from L0, we have that diameter(GL)
> diameter(L0).
Note that the algorithm 4 is used just as an analysis and the actual running
time is irrelevant.
4 The only possibility is that {j, parent(j), child(j)} forms a triangle: since the only
way a child(j) could see parent(j) is if the bot j during its turn in run of Algorithm
3 locates a gap-edge that is once again incident on orient(j) and places the bot on
this vertex leading to child(j) = orient(j) - however, recall that the marking scheme
precisely avoids this placement by forcing j to choose the other vertex of the gap-edge
for deploying the bot, thereby avoiding this visibility triangle formation.
Algorithm 4 Minimal-extension of L0 to GL. W.l.o.g. we assume that all the
guards, vertices and edges are in general position. Note: A v-edge of Pj is an
edge with at least one end point being a vertex of P and cl(R) denotes the
set-closure of region R under the usual `2-norm.
1: Let L0 = {g1, g2, . . . , gk} and set j to 1.
2: set Pj = cl(P \ ⋃
h∈Lj−1
Vg) and ∂Pj = {v ∈ Pj : v is a vertex of P}
3: If ∂Pj 6= φ then, choose ej , a v-edge of Pj : we know that ej is part of the bound-
ary of exactly one visibility polygon (refer Lemma 5), say of g ∈ Lj−1; else we
terminate the algorithm and output GL = Lj−1.
4: Let L′j−1 = Lj−1 \ {g}. Set P ′j = Pj \ cl
(
P \ ⋃
h∈L′j−1
Vg
)
5: Pick a point p′j ∈ P ′j , in general position, such that Lj = Lj−1 ∪ {p′j} is a (partial)
minimal v-configuration.
6: Increment j and repeat from step 2.
Lemma 5. In Algorithm 4, whenever Lj−1 is a partial minimal v-configuration
of polygon P such that, in step 3, ∂Pj 6= ∅, then there exists a v-edge ej of Pj
such that there is a unique g ∈ Lj−1 such that ej ∈ Vg. Moreover, there always
exists at least one point p′j ∈ P ′j (in general position w.r.t. Lj−1 ∪ ∂P ) such that
1. Lj , Lj−1 ∪ {p′j} is a (partial) minimal v-configuration of P and
2. The set of guards Lj strictly guard more vertices of P than Lj−1 i.e.,⋃
h∈Lj−1
∂Vh (
⋃
h∈Lj
∂Vh
Proof. ∂Pj 6= ∅ =⇒ Pj 6= ∅, therefore,
⋃
g∈Lj−1
Vg is a strict sub-polygon of P
and so must have an ej which is a v-edge. This ej is part of at least one visibility
polygon, say of g ∈ Lj−1. Since all the guards and vertices i.e., Lj−1 ∪ ∂P are in
general position and a v-edge contains at least one vertex of P , this gives us that
g is the unique guard that gives us ej . By definition, P
′
j is the portion of P that
is visible only to g among Lj−1. Now, consider the piece of Pj that is bounded
by ej , let us triangulate it. Let v be the vertex of P that is part of the triangle
bounded by edge ej but not incident to ej . Consider the angle bisector lv of v
w.r.t. this triangle of the angle opposite ej - extend it beyond ej into P
′
j . Now,
this portion of the bisector inside P ′j has infinitely many candidate points for p
′
j
such that v is visible to it and by virtue of being in P ′j is visible to exactly g among
Lj−1! Moreover, since v is visible to this p′j , we have v ∈
⋃
h∈Lj
∂Vh \
⋃
h∈Lj−1
∂Vh
completing the proof.
Thus, Lemma 3 along with Lemma 4 yields the following theorem:
Theorem 2. There exist a distributed algorithm that solves the connected art
gallery problem in O(d˜2v) time using no more than n agents limited to proximity
sensing capability, where d˜v refers to the minimal v-diameter of P and n is the
number of polygon vertices.
An O(n) round Algorithm. While most real-world polygons may have small
diameters, it is nevertheless conceivable that d˜v ∈ Ω(n) in some cases like spi-
rals. The algorithm that we have presented above will unfortunately require
quadratic in n number of rounds for such situations, which is undesirable. So
to mitigate such situations, we now sketch a simple depth first procedure that
runs in O(n) rounds. We assume, as before, that n agents start at p1. Initially,
they are all exploring agents and all exploring agents stay together. As the al-
gorithm progresses, the agents (one-by-one) turn into settled agents that don’t
move. As before, agent 1 settles in p1 (thus, it’s now a settled agent and not
an exploring agent) and takes charge of guarding territory(1) , V¯ Pp1 . The gap
edges in territory(1) are numbered in some well-defined order, say, the clock-
wise order. Assuming territory(1) has gap edges, the remaining n − 1 unsettled
agents move simultaneously to an arbitrarily chosen end point (say pa) of the
first gap edge (say (pa, pb)); agent 1 remembers (pa, pb) as visited. Agent 2 set-
tles at pa and guards territory(2) , V¯ Ppa ∩ crop(P, p1, pa, pb); agent 2 remembers
agent 1 as its parent. If territory(2) has gap edges, the remaining n− 2 exploring
agents repeat the process and explore the first gap edge in territory(2). When-
ever an agent j settles in an endpoint px of some gap edge (px, py), it guards
territory(j) , V¯ Ppx ∩ crop(P, sparent(j), px, py), where sparent(j) denotes the location
of the parent of agent j. Moreover, agent j must keep track of the gap edges
in territory(j) that have not been explored yet. If territory(j) does not have gap
edges, the exploring agents move to agent j’s parent and explore unvisited gap
edges associated with the territory of the parent. When all gap edges associ-
ated with territory(j) have been explored, the remaining exploring agents move
to agent j’s parent and explore unvisited gap edges (if any). One can observe
immediately that the process is depth first and the graph on territories with
graph-edges between two territories separated by a gap edge will form a tree
because in our depth first exploration, we will not encounter the equivalent of a
back-edge as that would imply a hole in the polygon.
Remark 1. Both the O(d˜2v) algorithm and the depth first O(n) algorithm will
maintain agents connected by line of sight. So we can start both algorithms
simultaneously and, when one of them – the winner – finishes, the other can be
terminated by a special terminate message that will take at most O(min(dv, n))
rounds to reach all.
General Problem Solving Given a Visibly Connected Guard Place-
ment. We have now provided two different algorithms that take, respectively,
O(d˜2v) rounds and O(n) rounds. Throughout the course of the algorithms, the
agents stay connected through visibility links. So with sufficient agents (at most
O(n)), we can execute both algorithms simultaneously. When one of them ter-
minates and the root is aware of the termination, the other algorithm can be
terminated prematurely along with a request for all agents in the prematurely
terminated algorithm to collect at the root. This will only require O(d˜v) rounds;
each such agent a waits for all its children to reach its position and they can then
collectively move to the parent of a. Thus, we only require O(min(d˜2v, n)) rounds
in total. Moreover, since the agents are settled into a visibly connected guard-
ing position and are aware of their respective territories in the territory tree,
they can gather at the root’s position in a bottom-up fashion. Thus, the root, in
O((˜d)v) rounds, can collect the views of all the agents and perform computation
using the collective views of the agents. Thus, we get the following generalized
theorem.
Theorem 3. Suppose P is a computationally tractable problem that takes a poly-
gon P as input and either
– outputs information in the form of bits
– or requires placing agents in positions within P .
Then, P can be solved in our distributed context in O(min(d˜2v, n)) rounds.
5 Distributed Guarding With Distance Perception
In this section, we give a distributed algorithm that solves the connected art
gallery problem in O(D2) rounds, where D is the (unweighted) diameter of the
medial axis. This algorithm’s advantage is that its running time depends on D,
which is more well-known than d˜v. However, as opposed to the previous section,
in this case, agents require the ability to perceive depth.
The key idea of the algorithm here is if agents were placed on all internal
nodes of the medial axis and some specially chosen vertices, they cover the
entire graph as well as remain visibly connected. We describe briefly regarding
the procedure in which the algorithm computes adjacent nodes in the medial axis
and how the algorithm assigns/places agents, and later describe the pseudo-code.
Computing adjacent nodes in the medial axis. Imagine an agent at any
point x on the medial axis. The agent can simulate the creation of a maximal disc
at x to find the objects (vertices or edges) that determine x, i.e., the objects due
to which x is a part of the medial axis. There would be at least two such objects
that determine x. If x is determined by multiple objects (> 2), it implies that
x itself is a node on the medial axis, and we can consider any two consecutive
objects determined by the look operation. For example, if a, b, c, d are 4 objects,
that determine x and are ordered in accordance with the look operation, we
consider the pairs ab, bc, cd and da only. Note that, only the consecutive object
pairs determine the medial axis edges incident at x, and hence only those are
considered.
For each pair of objects ob1 and ob2, there can only be three possible cases;
either both are vertices, both are edges, or one of them is a vertex while the
other is an edge. For all the cases, the agent at x is aware of the structure of
the medial axis from x. Thus, if both ob1 and ob2 are vertices, then the next
node of the medial axis lies on the perpendicular bisector of the line segment
(ob1, ob2). If both ob1 and ob2 are edges, then the next node of the medial axis
lies on the angle bisector of ob1 and ob2. Lastly, w.l.o.g. if ob1 is a vertex and ob2
is an edge, then the next node of the medial axis lies on the parabola determined
by ob1 and ob2. Since agents have infinite computing power and depth sensing
ability, they can progressively simulate maximal discs along the medial axis
structure (perpendicular bisector, angle bisector or parabola) until the maximal
disc encounters a new object (say ob3). The center of the maximal disc at this
instance determines the next adjacent node in the medial axis. We define the set
of new adjacent nodes obtained in phase i as Ai.
Agent placement. As in Algorithm 3, when an already placed agent a de-
termines its adjacent set of positions on which new agents are to be placed,
then a upcasts the request of the required number of agents up to the root (the
spot initially containing all the agents) with intermediate agents aggregating the
quantities by adding up the numbers sent by their children. The root serves the
request by assigning the required number of agents. The assigned agents trace
back the path to a and thereafter get placed in their determined spot.
Algorithm 5 An O(D2) time algorithm for the connected art gallery problem.
1: Starting from the initial given vertex v where all the agents are placed, a medial
axis point m is determined. If v is convex, then m is given by v’s adjacent node in
the medial axis. Alternatively, if v is a reflex vertex, pick the nearest visible new
object ob3 (determined by the depth sensing ability of the agents) not including v
and choose the center of the maximal disc determined v and ob3 as the point m on
the medial axis.
2: Consider the determined medial axis point m as the root. All agents are moved
here.
3: Determine all the adjacent medial axis nodes from m (i.e., the set A1). \∗ This
marks the end of the first phase. Each iteration of the loop represents a subsequent
phase. The algorithm continues until the entire medial axis is uncovered. ∗\
4: for each new adjacent node x ∈ Ai−1 determined in the previous phase, that is not
a leaf node of the medial axis tree do
5: Compute set Ai (current set of new adjacent medial axis nodes of x) in parallel.
6: Place an agent at each node y ∈ Ai except when y corresponds to a convex
vertex of the polygon (leaf node of the medial axis tree).
7: if y is a part of a parabola determined by a polygon vertex and an edge and the
polygon vertex does have an agent on it then
8: Place an agent on the reflex vertex determining the parabola.
9: end if
10: end for
Lemma 6. Algorithm 5 gives a visibly connected guard placement while ensuring
that the entire polygon is guarded/covered.
Proof. To show that the agents guard the entire polygon, we consider a decom-
position of the polygon inspired by the classical domain decomposition lemma
[7]. The proof follows by showing that, each decomposed part is fully guarded by
the agents and the union of the decomposed parts determines the entire polygon.
Recall that the medial axis tree of a polygon consists of both line segments
and parabolas. By a slight abuse of notation, we consider an edge of the medial
axis to either be a line segment or a parabola determined by its end points.
Consider any non-leaf edge of the medial axis tree. We create the decomposition
induced by the medial axis edges as follows. A decomposed part is a sub-division
of the polygon bounded by the objects that determine the medial axis edge
(including additional objects that might just determine the medial axis edges’
end points) and the maximal discs centered at both end points of the medial axis
edge. For leaf edges (edges containing a convex polygon vertex), the decomposed
part is bounded by the polygon edges that meet at the convex vertex along
with the maximal disc centered at the adjacent medial axis node (other node
of the medial axis leaf edge). It is easy to see that each decomposed part is a
closed figure. It is also to be noted, since the medial axis is a connected tree,
the maximal discs centered at all internal medial axis nodes (non-leaf nodes)
are a part of at least 2 adjacent decomposed parts. Consequently, the adjacent
decomposed part begins exactly at the polygonal edge termination point of the
previous decomposed part.
Note that, consecutive decomposed parts are continual polygonal parts with
overlapping maximal discs at the ends (with no missing portions). Since the
medial axis spans the entire polygon, and the decomposition happens along the
medial axis edges, it is not difficult to visualize that the union of all decomposed
parts indeed gives us the entire polygon.
To show that the agents are visibly connected, we rely on the structure of
the medial axis tree. Clearly, visible connectivity is maintained across all edges
of the medial axis that are line-segments. If all edges of the medial axis are
line segments, visible connectivity immediately follows from the connected tree
structure of the medial axis. The only condition that visible connectivity might
be lost is due to the existence of parabolas in the medial axis. We preserve the
visible connectivity by placing an agent at each vertex that determines a parabola
on the medial axis (see Algorithm 5). Consider any parabolic edge (a, b) on the
medial axis determined by a vertex v and a polygon edge l. Since there exists
a maximal disc centered at a (resp. b), that touches v (by the property of the
medial axis), it implies that v is visible from a (resp. from b). In the presence of a
polygonal boundary blocking visibility, such a maximal disc would not have been
possible. This shows that visible connectivity is maintained across all parabolic
edges. The overall visible connectivity follows from the connected tree structure
of the medial axis and the fact that visible connectivity is maintained across all
medial axis edges.
Theorem 4. There exists a distributed algorithm that solves the connected art
gallery problem in O(D2) time using no more than n agents, where D refers to
the medial axis diameter and n is the number of polygon vertices.
Proof. The correctness of the algorithm follows directly from Lemma 6. The
time complexity is determined by the phases of the algorithm. Each phase takes
at most O(D) rounds and the number of phases is at most O(D), thereby giving
us an O(D2) algorithm.
Starting from a medial axis point m, in each phase, agents get placed on
all the adjacent medial axis nodes (for the case of parabolic path, an additional
agent gets placed at the reflex vertex determining the parabola). As the diameter
of the medial axis is D, there can be at most O(D) phases. Additionally, in a
phase, the agent placement procedure can request new agents from the root;
this upcast and response takes place over the medial axis and can take up to
O(D) rounds. This validates the previously stated statement of having at most
O(D) phases with each phase taking at most O(D) rounds, thereby giving us an
O(D2) algorithm.
Next, we show that the number of agents required is 6 n. Note that agents
are only placed on the initially determined medial axis point m or on the internal
medial axis nodes (the non-leaf nodes of the medial axis) or on reflex vertices
that determine a parabolic edge of the medial axis. In the given polygon P , let
it contain c convex nodes and r reflex nodes, i.e., c + r = n. Observe that, any
convex vertex of the polygon P is a leaf in the medial axis tree of P . Conversely,
any leaf of the medial axis tree of P is also a convex vertex of P . This implies
that the medial axis has c leaves. Since the medial axis is a tree, the maximum
number of internal nodes can be at most c−1. We consider the worst case, where
agents are placed on all r reflex vertices. Thus, the total number of agents placed
equals 1 + (c− 1) + r which is 6 n. This completes the theorem proof.
To reduce the final number of guards placed, we use similar procedure as de-
scribed in Section 4. This gives us the following theorem.
Theorem 5. There exists a distributed algorithm that uses fewer than n agents
to compute the placement of at most bn/2c−1 guard agents in a visibly connected
manner, when the agents have depth sensing ability. Moreover, this algorithm
takes at most O(D2) communication rounds.
6 Lower Bound
In this section, we give lower bounds for a slightly weaker polygon exploration
problem that requires for every point in P , that some agent must have been
within line of sight of that point at some time instant during the course of
the algorithm. Clearly, any solution to the visibly connected guard placement
problem will also be a solution for the exploration problem. The lower bounds
highlight the criticality of parameters like the medial axis diameter D and the
minimal v-diameter d˜v for solving the connected art-gallery problem. The main
result is summarised by the following Theorem.
Theorem 6. For every deterministic distributed guard placement algorithm A
with distance perception (resp., proximity perception) there exists a polygon P
with medial axis diameter D ∈ o(log n) (resp., with minimal v-diameter d˜v ∈
o(log n)) such that A requires Ω(D2) time (resp., Ω(d˜2v) time) to place the guards
even when A is provisioned with a number of guards that is Θ(n).
Our strategy is to show a reduction, specifically, we will reduce any instance of
the well-studied tree exploration game [9] to the problem of placing guards in
an unexplored polygon.
1. Firstly, we embed the tree in the Euclidean plane such that no two edges
overlap excepting at a shared node and no two adjacent edges form an 180
degree angle.
2. We thicken the edges of the embedded tree and consider the boundary of the
union of the thickened edges to form a simple polygon.
3. With the embedding and thickening transformations, we map the problem
of collaborative exploration of the underlying tree to the guard placement
in the obtained polygon.
Lemma 7. Given a complete ∆-ary tree T (V,E) with height h, there exists an
embedding, embed(T ), in which no two adjacent tree edges are at an angle of
180 degrees and no two tree edges touch each other, except when they share a
common vertex.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that ∆ is even; Let ∆′ = ∆ + 1.
For 0 6 j 6 h, let Nj be the set of all nodes of the tree at depth j - so N0
is the singleton set containing the root and Nh is the set of all leaves of T
where T is the complete ∆′-ary tree of depth h. Clearly, {Nj} is a partition
of the set of vertices. Additionally, assume that for each Nj , nodes are labelled
in consecutive order (inductively), i.e., if vj(k) ∈ Nj , then its parent is the
node labelled vj−1(
⌊
k−1
∆′
⌋
+ 1) and its children are exactly the nodes of the form
vj+1(∆
′(k − 1) + l), l ∈ {1, . . . ,∆′}.
Our strategy is to arrange all the nodes in concentric circles so that nodes
of a given depth all lie on the same circle. The edges embedded are just the
line segments connecting a parent to its child. We first create a (∆ + 1)-ary
tree and then remove some vertices such that we have a ∆-ary tree with the
required properties. We inductively arrange the children of a given parent, then,
we remove one out of the ∆′ children. To be precise, we remove the child which,
if present, is part of the edge that is closest (and in certain instances possibly
equal) to forming 180 degrees (or pi radians) with the grandparent-parent edge
(Notice here that there is precisely one child, if at all, which can be collinear
with grandparent and parent). Thus, at each stage, since we remove exactly one
child per parent off the ∆′-ary tree, we end up finally with a ∆-ary tree of depth
h. In detail, we embed T inductively in the Euclidean plane as follows:
Firstly, we place the root r of the tree at the origin. Next, place the ∆′ nodes
of N1 equally spaced on the circumference of the first circle in clockwise order.
Note that no two vertices of N1 lie on the same diameter since ∆
′ is odd. Now,
assume that the nodes in
⋃q
0Nj , q > 1 have all been placed. Thus, the nodes
of up to depth q all lie on or within some circle - let its radius be Rq. We now
position the set of nodes in Nq+1 on the circle Cq+1 centered on the root vertex
and having radius Rq+1 > Rq. Consider an embedded node x = vq(k) where
k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , (∆′)q}. Let its immediate clockwise neighbor in the embedding be
y. Consider the portion of Cq+1 within the conic region formed by the rays −→rx
and −→ry. Let z = Cq+1 ∩ −→rx and w = Cq+1 ∩ −→ry. We partition the arc ẑw of circle
Cq+1 into ∆′ smaller arcs, namely, ẑz1, ẑ1z2, . . . , ̂z∆′−1z∆′ where z∆′ = w. We
identify the child vq+1(∆
′(k − 1) + l) with the point zl where l ∈ {1, . . . ,∆′}.
Note that the edges xzl and xzm cannot be parallel by this construction. In
fact, the only potential for two adjacent edges (sharing vertex x) to be parallel
is if g = vq−1(
⌊
k−1
∆′
⌋
+ 1), x, zl are collinear for some l ∈ {1, . . . ,∆′}. However,
such a scenario of collinearity with g, x is true for at most one value of l ∈
{1, 2, . . . ,∆′} - we ensure the non-parallel nature of adjacent edges for the partial
embedding obtained so far by deleting the vertex zl which lies closest to the point−→gx∩ ẑw (and first to appear along ẑw moving in the clockwise direction). Thus,
by proceeding inductively, we obtain a planar embedding of a ∆-ary tree of depth
h.
Now that we know how to embed T , we construct a polygon P from this
euclidean embedding as follows: Let thick(T ) denote the set of all points that
are strictly within  distance of any point of embed(T ). By replacing all the
circular arcs in the boundary (i.e., the closure of thick(T )) by line segments
joining the endpoints of the arcs, we obtain a polygon P for a suitably chosen
small enough value of . The vertices of Tree T correspond to convex chambers in
polygon P and correspondingly, the edges of T are transformed into rectangular
corridors by construction.
We provide a reduction for the problem of solving the collaborative tree
exploration [9] into one of guarding of a polygon via exploration in the distributed
setting. Notice that due to the particular embedding of T and the thickening
procedure, the tree T intuitively replicates the medial axis of the polygon. (This
is taken care by the properties of embed(T ) shown in Lemma 7.) Joining the tree
nodes with the required convex vertices in a proper fashion, exactly determines
the medial axis. As such the diameter of the tree T (represented by dT ) differs
from P ’s medial axis diameter by a small constant (at most 2). Thus, dT ∈ Θ(D).
Each chamber and corridor requires at most one agent in them as far as
vertex guarding is concerned. Moreover, if, say k > 1 guards are placed in any
one of these regions (to ensure overall visibility graph connectivity moving from
chamber to corridor or vice-versa), they form a k-clique in terms of the connec-
tivity structure of the visibility sub-graph for these k guards in G(i.e. each of
the k guards are visible to one another). Note that, to move from a guard in
a particular chamber to one in a corridor or vice-versa, requires a traversal of
at most 3 links in the visibility graph of G namely, one link to move from the
guard in a chamber’s clique to the guard in the chamber linked to a guard in
the required corridor, the chamber-corridor link, and then one more link to the
required guard in that corridor’s clique. Additionally, the sequence of chambers
and corridors visited along the d˜v diameter realizing path is the same as the
sequence of the corresponding nodes and edges of T ’s diameter realizing path.
Thus, we see that for this construction of P , c · dT > d˜v > dT where c is a small
constant5 giving us dT ∈ Θ(d˜v).
We see that given the tree to be explored has n nodes, then, the obtained
polygon P has at most 4(n − 1) vertices. As the agents explore and traverse
through the corridors of the polygon, it is equivalent to the agent traversing an
edge in the tree exploration. Since we know, forD ∈ o(log n) (resp. d˜v ∈ o(log n)),
from [9] (Theorem 2.5) that exploring a tree of n vertices using Θ(n) agents takes
5 the later inequality follows trivially from the necessity of there being at least one
guard in each chamber and corridor to ensure a minimal v-configuration of P .
Ω(d2T ) = Ω(D
2) time (or Ω(d2T ) = Ω(d˜
2
v) time resp.), any algorithm for polygon
exploration guard placement with Θ(n) agents on some polygon of 4(n − 1)
vertices requires Ω(D2) (or Ω(d˜2v)) rounds.
7 Conclusion and Future Works
In this paper, we have presented centralized and distributed algorithms for com-
puting a visibly connected guard placement. Crucially, our algorithms take time
that is quadratic in a couple of different notions of diameters of P , i.e., d˜v and
D. We believe that d˜v ∈ O(D), thereby obviating the need for precise depth
perception, but the proof has eluded us. It would be nice to establish this for-
mally as this would lend to understanding the trade off between LiDAR and
photogrammetry (see [12,4] for example). We also remark that our algorithms
have been explained in the synchronous setting for the purpose of clarity, but
they can be easily extended to the asynchronous setting.
Additionally, it will be interesting to extend our works to more complicated
structures like polygons with holes or polyhedra in dimensions greater than 2.
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